
Express Report 

Bangladesh Journalists' Foundation
For Consumers And Investors
(BJFCI), the largest platform of
senior professional journalists of
leading dailies and media has
successfully completed one year of
its operations and stepped into a
new year on February 01, 2019. 

BJFCI started it's the journey in
2008 as a unique platform of senior
journalists, serious consumers and
inclusive investors of Bangladesh in
2008 to work for consumer rights protection and
promote inclusive investment to drive growth. 

On February 01, 2018, at a big gathering of senior
journalists held at National Press Club in the capital
city, the forum was turned into a foundation under the
Society Act.

The aim of the foundation is to empower journalists,
better address consumer concerns; and promote
investors for a better Bangladesh with inclusive and
sustainable growth.  Its vision has been set to lead
consumers and investors create a fair financial
society for a safer, fairer and more sustainable world
for poor people.

To mark the founding anniversary, the foundation has
chalked out a month-long program that includes
interactions with journalists, general consumers
among financial and consumers, market players and
policy makers with its approach: collaboration &
innovation to drive growth.

As part of its program, a high level BJFCI delegation

led by its Chairman Faruk Ahmed
met Industries Minister Nurul
Majid Mahmud Humayun at his
office on February 08, Thursday
and exchange views on
collaboration and innovation to
drive the growth. The anniversary
program includes blood donation,
human chain with consumer for
policy support to digital
consumers, awareness program
on inclusive investment,
interactions and discussions on a
fair financial society.

The anniversary program will be concluded through a
national seminar on " Moving Towards A Less Cash
Society: The Role of Innovation & Regulation at a
city hotel with Planning Minister MA Mannan, MP as
Chief Guest with participation of innovation
specialists, international experts and operators and
regulators.

Collaboration &Innovation to
Drive Growth
At the eve of the new year, BJFCI Chairman Faruk
Ahmed in a statement urged all involved in
development process to work together for a better
Bangladesh with inclusive growth. "Good journalism
can make our world better, if we work together. So,
collaboration is part of our culture", he said. 

In the statement, BJFCI chairman expressed the
foundation's aim, objectives and immediate plan as
follows:
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"We all people are consumers living in an era of digital
innovations- as workers, public servants and investors.
And we all have a common goal to live in a fair manner
which requires inclusive growth and civic rights. So, we
need a fair financial society where social justice,
consumer rights protection and inclusive investment are
indispensable for peaceful and prosperous coexistence.

To build a fair financial society, journalism could be an
immediate short-term weapon.The power of media is
great but a free and responsible journalism is essential to
push up inclusive growth, help cement social values and
protect consumer rights. Here collaboration among
responsible media, responsible finance and responsible
consumers is essential.

With an approach of collaboration and innovation,
BJFCI seeks to lead journalism in a judicious manner to
create a media ecosystem that will build journalists as an
"independent monitor of powers" and a "voice to the
voiceless".We want our journalists to have a
cosmopolitan and liberal worldview. 

Our media should promote inclusive investment to spur
growth, rather than working under corporate directions,
to unleashing fortune for the people at the bottom of the
economic pyramid.Consumer protection must be
grounded in an understanding of the reality of low-
income consumers' financial inclusion.

Our immediate plan is to make the BJFCI as a
knowledge centre for financial and consumer journalists,

a market watch-dog body for consumers and an advocate
of financial inclusion for poor and low-income
people.Alone we can do so little; together we can do so
much. So, collaboration is part of our culture. 

We believe that collaboration and innovation could be
potential drivers of market income inequalities to build a
fair financial society to drive inclusive growth.BJFCI has
some innovative programs under its programs like
LEARN & EARN and INVESTIGATION &
INTERACTION to make strategic collaborations among
the all involved in financial society. 

Journalists can play vital role in
SME growth : Industry minister

Industries Minister Nurul Majid Mahmud Humayun has
said journalists could play a vital role in development of
small and medium enterprises (SMEs) to accelerate the
economic growth of the country. 

The minister was speaking at a view exchanging meeting
with a delegation of BJFCI led by its Chairman on
Thursday, February 07, 2019who the minister at his
ministry office in the capital city with the foundation's
approach: Collaboration & Innovation to Drive Growth
as part of the foundation's anniversary program.

The government has been implementing various projects
for SME development and industrialization since long, the
minister said and urged the BJFCI to work together with
the government to implement the projects successfully.
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Industries Minister Nurul Majid Mahmud Humayun, MP exchanged views with BJFCI deligation recently at his office



BJFCI chairman Faruk Ahmed said: "Good journalism
can make our world better, if we work together. So,
collaboration is part of our culture".  The government
can utilize the power of media working with BJFCI to
boost SMEs and drive economic growth. 

BJFCI members are highly professional and want to
learn more and push up financial inclusion, promote
inclusive investment to improve the standard of living of
the poor. Collaboration with industry ministry will help
BJFCI members to do better, he said.

Md. Abdul Halim, Secretary to the Ministry of industries
was also present and lauded the collaborative approach
of BJFCI to accelerate the economic growth of
Bangladesh.

The members of the BJFCI delegation, among others,
were Vice Chairmen Shiabur Rahman, Executive Editor
of The Daily Sun, PR Biswas, Special Correspondent of
Daily Asian Age, Anisur Rahman, Additional News
Editor of The Financial Express, Ataur Rahman, Senior
Reporter of BSS, Acting Secretary General
DeepokAchargee, Special Correspondent of The
Independent, Joint Secretary General AnJon Rahman,
Chief Video Journalist, Channel i, Executive Members
Kazi Rafiq, News Editor, Daily Sangbad, ZAM
Khairuzzaman, Senior Sub Editor, The Daily Sun,
Ashraf Ali, Special Correspondent, Daily NoyaDigonto,
Salahuddin Babloo, Business Editor, SA TV,
ChomonAfroz Rosy of The Bangladesh Express and
Diptee Islam of Janokantho.

BJFCI can help govt to achieve
MDG : Planning Minister 

Planning Minister MA Mannan, MP has said journalists
should work together with the government to stimulate
sustainable development and build Bangladesh a
developed nation. As a platform of senior journalists of
leading dailies, BJFCI can play vital role to bring
tangible result.
He was exchanging views with a delegation of
Bangladesh Journalists' Foundation For Consumers And
Investors (BJFCI) Tuesday on February 19, 2019 at his
office at Sher-e-Bangla Nagor in the city.
The minister said journalists with their pens can help the
nation for building a fair financial society fostering
consumer rights movements and promote inclusive
investments which ultimately will help the government
to speed up its development works and drive the growth. 
He said collaboration among BJFCI, government and
development partners are essential to get tangible result
and achieve the goal.
The delegation was led by BJFCI Chairman Faruk
Ahmed. The members were: Acting Secretary General
Deepak Acharjee of Daily Independent, Vice Chairmen
Sayed Ali Asfar of The Financial Express and PR Biswas
of The Asian Age, Joint Secretary general Anjon
Chowdhury, Executive Members Md Khairuzzaman of
Daily Sun, Rafiq Azad of The Independent, Nizamul
Haque Bipul of Bangladesh Protidin, Mizanur Rahman
Chowdhury of daily Jugantor, ChomonAfroz Rosy of
The Bangladesh Express, Deepti Islam of Janokantho.

BJFCI deligation led by its Chairman Faruk Ahmed greeted Planning Minister MA Mannan, MP for his news assignment
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BJFCI 2018

A picture is worth a thousand words
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